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Onpicalo heading for victory at Sandown December 6

Winners are grinners and losers can please
themselves! A very true saying and one which
I can certainly relate to on both sides what
with 4 Listed seconds, 1 GROUP 3 second, 1
GROUP 1 second and 2 narrow Metropolitan
seconds over the last 18 months it is nice to
have the tide finally turn in the last week or
so with the narrow wins of ONPICALO and
SHOT OF COURAGE. ONPICALO was
oh so brave at Sandown on Saturday 6th
December when seemingly beaten on
numerous occasions in the straight, the son of
Hussonet aided by a superb Regan Bayliss
ride dug very deep to hang onto to score in a
driving finish from The New Boy and Chile
Express. That was ONPICALO’S 5th
Metropolitan win off a $40,000 purchase at
the 2011 Magic Millions and has done
extremely well for connections now having
earned just over $222,000 in stakes.
ONPICALO will be allowed to get over that
run at Sandown and will next head to
Flemington on New Year’s Day where he will
run in a 0-90 over 1400 metres which is Heat
3 of the Swettenham Stud Summer
Championship. He is to be followed as once
he hits form he normally stays in form!
Debutant SHOT OF COURAGE kept the
winners coming last Friday at Moe by scoring
in the very last stride to open his Maiden
victory in a race where he would have been
considered a good thing beaten had he gone

under. Not relishing the kick back
throughout the race this homebred out of our
GROUP 3 Winning filly in DAMSELFLY
and also by HUSSONET demonstrated good
fighting qualities and a will to win in the
straight initially being reluctant to come out
from behind runners but eventually doing so
under the urgings of jockey Dale Smith to hit
the line hard to score in a tight finish.
Unfortunately it is the first and only foal of
DAMSELFLY who was tragically struck
and killed by lightening with a SNITZEL in
her belly last year demonstrating again the
ups and downs that this industry continually
presents us all from time to time. SHOT OF
COURAGE will be taken along nice and
slowly as he still has a fair bit of upside in
him from a race track maturity perspective as
he still does plenty wrong but looks like
being a nice miler for us particularly next
time around.
Our Black type filly ROYAL SNITZEL is
back bigger and better than ever and she is
about 3 weeks only from the trial stage.
Given a lovely 8 weeks spell in the Spring
after going down narrowly in the GROUP 3
Quezette, this beautiful homebred daughter
of SNITZEL looks set for a great prep. She
will most likely kick off in a ratings race at
Moonee Valley on January 24 before
heading into some suitable Black Type races
at both Caulfield and Moonee Valley shortly
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Gun apprentice Regan Bayliss speaking to winning connections post - race

after. ROYAL SNITZEL is not expected to
have an arduous Autumn but rather be
looked after with a major tilt in the Spring of
next year planned should she produce what
we think she is capable of in her first few
starts this time around. Two other horses also
very close to resuming for us include TURF
PRINCE who is with the John and Chris
Ledger team at Wangaratta. A frustrating
horse one can say given that he had issues
from virtually the day we bought him his
ability is undoubted and with a recent 7
length win in a Tatura trial may indicate that
he is on the way back to a successful return
to the racetrack. VIBRANCE is the other
horse very close to resuming and this
daughter of STRATUM has really thrived
during her most recent spell and has come
back into pre-training and into Mick’s in
completely different condition. She did
perform well under duress last prep and is
expected to be amongst our future winners in
the weeks ahead. It is anticipated that she
will be off to the trials next Tuesday and to
the races shortly after!
Our pre-trainers currently include our NZ
High Chaparral filly CHAQUINTA who is
currently with John Ledger and is doing

everything right to date. She is expected to
be down at Mick’s very soon for a look see
and whilst we know that she is a stayer it
will be interesting to see what progress she
can make after her time with Paul Shailer
over at Matamata where she was well
educated. Speaking of Matamata that is
exactly where our RIP VAN WINKLE/
CALL THE CAT filly is right now and this
lovely filly has just commenced work with
Paul. Given nice short in and out preps
during the year this filly has really
blossomed and is expected to come over
either at the end of this next prep with Paul
in February or may be given one more spell
on the NZ grass. We will know more after
we all go and see her actually work at
Matamata (as part of the NZ touring group)
when we are all over there next month!
Other news includes horses currently
spelling
LADY
BLAKENEY,
ARTICULATE MAN, FUTURE IN
DOUBT, NORTHERN CHARM, LE
BONSIR and THE CATSKILLS whilst
C’MON GET HAPPY has just commenced
pre-training with Robert Waymouth after
coming off a pelvic fracture with news so far
encouraging.
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2014 TROPHY PRESENTATION DAY
A great group of members attended our
first ever stand-alone Trophy Presentation
day at the Stamford Hotel - Rowville and
whilst it was the first ever such day it was
definitely needed as there were no fewer
than 9 trophies that were won by United
Syndication horses over the past 18
months and were needed to be won by
members. With the new grandstand being
built at Cranbourne and race date changes
saw the need for change to formalities
which usually sees our trophies being
drawn as part of our big Syndicate Day
however plans are underway via either
Mornington or possibly via a strong
connection at the new upcoming Nar Nar
Goon track soon to be opened to formally

hold a Syndicate Day next year - stay tuned
for that! A big congratulations to the
winners of the trophies on our day and who
were as follows:
ONPICALO-TIM McCALLUM.
ONPICALO-VINCENT KNOTT.
ONPICALO-DAVID MAYO.
ROCOCCO-PAUL SENIOR.
ROYAL SNITZEL-GRAHAM SNELL.
LOVEYAMADLY-LAURIE
WEGMANN.
LOVEYAMADLY-JOHN PIETERSE.
LOVEYAMADLY-ANDREW
GARDINER.

A snapshot of our Trophy Presentation Day
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4 of our lucky Trophy winners!

Merry Christmas
Both Lauren and I would like to take this opportunity
of wishing all of our valued members and their
families the best Christmas and safest possible New
Year. It certainly has been a very big 18 months for
United Syndications and it has personally been a very
rewarding year for me in particular to nail the addition
of our trackwork videos that I am now proudly able to
add to our communication services which from all of
the positive feedback received is clearly appreciated by
everyone. My aim is obviously to be the number one
Syndicator in Australia that is respected for its
integrity/communication and to make everyone feel as
close as possible to the action thereby enhancing the
ownership experience as never before and the videos
that are a big part of what we are about now I believe
goes a long way to achieving that. I would also like to
thank everyone for the support and commitment to
United Syndications both past and present heading into
2015 and I am looking forward to working as hard as I
possibly can to purchase that horse that might just give
us that GROUP success in the years to come!

